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Distribution channel -
path through which 
products—and legal 

ownership of them—flow 
from producer to 

consumers or business 
users.

Physical distribution -
actual movement of 

products from producer to 
consumers or business 

users.
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Direct Distribution

• Direct contact between producer and customer.

• Most common in B2B markets.

• Often found in the marketing of relatively expensive, complex 
products that may require demonstrations. 

• Internet is helping companies distribute directly to consumer 
market.

Distribution Channels Using Marketing Intermediaries

• Producers distribute products through wholesalers and retailers.

• Inexpensive products sold to thousands of consumers in widely 
scattered locations.

• Lowers costs of goods to consumers by creating market utility.
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• Wholesaler - distribution channel member that sells primarily to 
retailers, other wholesalers, or business users.

• Manufacturer-Owned Wholesaling Intermediaries

– Owned by the manufacturer of the good.

– Sales branch which stocks products and fills orders from 
inventories.

– Sales office which takes orders but does not stock the product.

• Retailer - channel member that sells goods and 
services to individuals for their own use rather than 
for resale.

• Final link of the distribution channel.

• Two types: store and non-store.
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• Direct response 
retailing

• Internet retailing

• Automatic 
merchandising

• Direct selling
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1) Identifying a Target Market

2) Selecting a Product Strategy

3) Selecting a Customer Service Strategy

4) Selecting a Pricing Strategy

5) Choosing a Location

6) Building a Promotional Strategy

7) Creating a Store Atmosphere
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 Planned Shopping Center

 Shopping Mall

 Regional Mall

 Lifestyle Mall

• What specific channel will it use?

• What will be the level of distribution intensity?

Selecting Distribution Channels

 Complex, expensive, custom-made, or perishable products 
move through shorter distribution channels involving few—or 
no—intermediaries. 

 Standardized products or items with low unit values usually pass 
through relatively long distribution channels.

 Start-up companies often use direct channels because they 
can’t persuade intermediaries to carry their products.
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• Intensive distribution - firm’s products in nearly 
every available outlet.  Requires cooperation of 
many intermediaries.

• Selective distribution - limited number of retailers 
to distribute its product lines. 

• Exclusive distribution - limits market coverage in 
a specific geographical region. 

• Supply chain – complete sequence of suppliers that 
contribute to creating a good or service and delivering it to 
business users and final consumers.

• Logistics – the activities involved in controlling the flow of 
goods, services, and information among members of the 
supply chain.

• Physical Distribution – the  activities aimed at efficiently 
moving finished goods from the production line to the 
consumer or business buyer.
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• Customer service standards measure the quality of 
service a firm provides for its customers. 

• Warranties are a firm’s promises to repair a defective 
product, refund money paid, or replace a product if it 
proves unsatisfactory. 

• Internet retailers have worked to humanize their 
customer interactions and deal with complaints more 
effectively.


